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Glimpse on Syrian civil society
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Kesh Malek
Glimpse aims to shed the light on the Syrian Civil Society which was revived after the Syrian revolution in 2011, showing
the civil initiatives and sharing inspiring stories led by grass-roots and civil society movement inside and outside Syria.
Glimpse is envisioned to be a reliable resource for readers interested in knowing more about Syria, the history, the
society, and the thousands-year-old civilization.
As a youth workgroup Coinciding with the beginning of the Syrian revolution in Aleppo Northern Syria “Kesh Malek”
was formed. Its first activities were sharing and taking part in the peaceful movement, demonstrating and spreading
demonstrators’ demands of “Freedom, Justice, and Dignity.” The paigns driven by the group’s long term vision to reach
a better future for Syria. As “an Independent Democratic Pluralism state, respects human rights and devotes citizenship and justice values.”
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Idlib

under fire

Backed by Russian ground and airpower, Pro Assad militants began their offensive marching towards the city
of Mara’t Al numan capturing a string of villages in the surrounding countryside.
Assad intensified his military campaign endeavoring to control M5 highway to reconnect his territorial cities
and villages with Turkey borders. After few days of attacks exodus of civilian brock-out escaping the hellfire
attacks on their towns and villages. Heading towards the outskirts of the overcrowded borders’ camps of the
Turkish borders, people were trying to find a safe place to shelter.

Since 15th December, the joint forces implemented a
systematic scorched-earth policy against the targeted
areas causing a steep increase in the causality figures.
An up to date statistics shared by observation groups
on the ground noted that over the course of the past
few weeks an estimated 1.250 airstrikes, 700-barrel
bomb attack and 1.500 mortar bombs have been
documented so far. According to another local source,
Response Coordination Group (RCG) in northern Syria
claimed to have overrun 250.000 civilians had to evacuate their homes since the offensive began.
The death toll, on the other hand, doubled with a majority of civilian losses in a deliberate bombardment of
civilian inhabitants’ areas and facilities killing in ten days
of the offensive 86 civilians.

RCT report documented over than 47 relentless violations against medical facilities, schools, local markets
and mosques. The medical facilities in particular have
been under fire over multiple courses of military campaigns since April that resulted in destroying 48 hospitals across north Syria and a total of 84 in 2019.
According to Mustafa Al-Edo, health deputy director
of health minister in Idlib city, an emergency statue has
been announced leaving medical staff and ambulances
to run and evacuate wounded from attacks sites.
Concerning the ongoing plans aiding the affected
civilians, D.Al-Edo said that they are working to increase
their team ground capacity efficiency he noted, “we
will be adding up extra field medical spots to across

More than 235,000 people had fled their
homeland between. Dec 12 and 25.

northern Syria to following the exodus of overwhelming
numbers of patients and wounded,”
Hospital and medical points have been on Assad-Russian top list of targeted spots, hence, medical facilities
in the attacker areas of southern-eastern countryside of
Idlib, have evacuated their staff, patients and what they
could carry off the medical equipment they had.
Al-Edo said that they have been already evacuated from
patients and medical equipment beforehand “we knew
that the attacks were to happen and both Assad and
Russia take hospitals down at the beginning to make
people suffer more and make the situation more chaos
and horrifying.”

Internally displaced under Olive-trees
The overwhelming numbers of internally displaced
civilians have become a nightmare for the operating
relief groups and organization in north Syria. In spite
of the recurrence floods of refugees in northern Syria
over the past years, the emergency response has been
challenging on the ground and the capacity overrun
the NGOs and needs rather state abilities and support
to curb the humanitarian catastrophe. One of the main
difficulties for the aid NGOs such as Banfasg organization, are mainly the aerial attacks against relief and aid
headquarters and teams on the ground.
The deliberate attacks destroyed so far, according to
Abdul Razak Awad, a manager at Violet Organization,
two of our centers and killed two of our volunteers
whilst doing their rescue work in Marat A Noman in
an airstrike. However, Al-Awad explained that “In spite
of the risks and obstacles on the ground, NGOs have
teamed up on the ground to maximize their impact and
facilitate the aid distribution process to reach out, as
many people as possible”.
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Fighting time and weather hardship conditions, aid
groups have been striving to reallocate IDPs in schools,
mosques, governmental facilities in Idlib and elsewhere.
Al-Awad reiterated that “There is a significant shortage
of refugee centers, lack tents, and camps to which are
already overcrowded with refugees.”
According to the annual report of the RCG, relief and
aid workers 38 victims, were a result of a deliberate
attacks while aid workers are rescuing civilians.
The U.N Office for the Coordination of humanitarian
Affairs said that as a result of the hostilities, more than
235,000 people had fled their homeland between. Dec
12 and 25. Mainly fleeing from the southern rural Idlib
where Russian-Syrian forces have been pounding the
area with non-stop shelling.

On the same token, Russia and China voted against a
United Nations Security Council resolution that would
have allowed aid supplies to continue flowing to Idlib.
The ramifications of the veto will impact over three
million civilians in northern Syria.
The international community ought to stand up to
prevent Russia and Assad regime to stop their insurgent and war crimes against north Syria; otherwise, the
bloodshed and humanitarian catastrophic magnitude
will increase, and people hundreds of thousands will be
forced to flee Assad’s terror and end up in displacement
dilemma.
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Waad Alkateab

Syria is on its way
to the Oscars
It was not surprising that the movie “For Sama” by the Syria Director
Waad Alkateab will be on Oscar’s final nomination list, came as no
surprise to those who watched the movie and examined its details, with
simple capabilities and equipment, and during the most difficult conditions, Waad was able to shoot, produce and direct her first documentary film “For Sama” with the director Edward Watts.
The film participated in many festivals and won a recognizable number
of international awards, which so far has reached more than 50, the
most famous of which was the Golden Eye Award at the Cannes Film
Festival in its seventy-second session.
Throughout the movie, Waad tells her personal story, as she appears
in front of the mirror or at other times as she puts the camera and
depicts herself, while she narrates with her voice throughout the film
every event and everything happened and express through it the here
and her husband Hamza alkhateab feelings. Hamza who was in Aleppo
a doctor and the manager of Alquds Hospital, which was bombed by
Russian aircraft in April 2016.
The film is For Sama, Sama is the first child of Waad and Hamza, who
were born in the most dangerous place during the hardest possible
conditions Aleppo.
Waad says during the movie, “Sama.. I have made this movie for you,
I want you to understand, what we were fighting for, ”which means that
it is a documentary documenting what happened in the city between
2011 and 2016 when at the end of 2016 thousands of civilians were
displaced from their homes in Easter Aleppo after the regime and the
Russians committed many crimes and massacres against the civilians
there. She recounts the events as they are to document the experience,
to fight the propaganda run by the Syrian regime and its allies, Russia
and Iran, and save the Syrian oral memory from any distortion.
It should be noted that “For Sama” reached the final list of five films in
the category of documentary films along with four other films, including “The Cave”, which depicted the life of the Syrian doctor Amani
Balour in Eastern Ghouta and worked in a hospital there.
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Education
civil society

Children- Following the widespread of
aggravating war crimes across Syria,
since 2011 by the Syrian regime, the
young Syrian population, who make up
over half of the population in Syria, were
immensely affected by the eruption of
the violence. Having their home, schools,
playing ground shutdown, bombed and
left alone battling for their future, the war
that has stripped them of their childhood.
While Syria’s young generation, over the
past ten years, has been in a struggle
to overcome the educational gap that
overturned, the continuous distribution
of this process boosted up local initiatives
to revive the education system. Being
one of the most damaged, One of the
most affected sectors, over the course
of ten years of state-war against Syrian,
is the educational system that has been
affected, since the very beginning of the
Syrian revolution in 2011.
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Civil society inception
Following the large-scale protest, the Syrian regime used
schools as torturing center and military bases where
they ruthlessly tortured, killed hundreds of protesters
and launch strikes against opposition areas. Thousands
of students had to leave schooling due to the Syrian
regime mass violence in large cities in Syria, such as
Damascus, Dara’a and Aleppo. Derived by the significance of education, activists started to reinstitute, locally,
the educational process cycle and transform the Ba’ath
ideological curriculums which indoctrinated children’s
freedom and opinions and for over five decades.
In mid-2012, Aleppo, local teachers opened houses and
rearranged them, Ahmad Al-Qassim, a school manager
in the organization said that ”Following the demonstration in the city, schools h across Aleppo city’s schools in
the city were being used by the Assad’s militants as have
been used as a head-quarter to torture civilians and
later were transferred to military bases to bomb liberated areas in east Aleppo.”
According to Save Children’s annual report in December
2013 -A steep slump in education for Syrian children has
been the most rapid in the history of the region. ”Education Interrupted” highlights that since 2011 nearly 3

million children from Syria have been forced to quit their
education as fighting has destroyed classrooms, left children too terrified to go to school, or seen families flee
the country. Progress achieved over decades has been
reversed in under three years, the reported indicated.
Similarly, the Guardian reported than over 2900 schools,
across Syria have been whether destroyed or were being
used for ”purposes other than education.”
Over the years, the circumstances sparked a new way of
education quality within the available resources. Local
activists and teachers kicked off schoolhouses at their
homes socially, each in there is. ”For over half a century
perpetuating his Ba’ath totalitarian ideology in our
children and us to make a brainwashed generation that
only follows and does not have their oneself, opinion
and depicting fear in the society. Before the revolution,
Al-Qasem also explained that, unlike how the educational system, concepts of children’s rights, liberty, diversity of opinions and plurality, have been systematically
excluded, in contrast, instituted individualistic rule and
sole ideas derived from the ruling Ba’athism.
Following the swift territorial power dynamics of revolt
expansion in 2012, the need for the facilitation of education became an imperative need that social initiatives
could no longer operate in both gravity and financial ca-

pacity. Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs) began
coordinating on the ground to invest in education and
bring back children to school desks.

Crystallizing Civil society corpus
Overseeing a decade of systematic state violence,
Assad’s regime disregarded the universal regulations of
Children’s Rights of protected children against violence,
exploitation, abuse, and neglect since Syria’s ratification
of the Convection of Children Rights in 1989 by Assad’s
father.
Last year Amnesty International reported that one of
the attacks against Shiek-Idrees’s schools in east Idlib, a
bombing against one of the village’s schools. While the
regime has been breaching children’s rights, civil societies worked effortlessly thoroughly to reform the ”Syrian’s regime educational system” from being a teacher-centric system to a children-centric one.” according
to Kesh Malek’s education programs manager M.Kanjo.
Nonetheless, acknowledging teachers’ fundamental role
in the educational system.
The reasons behind this new approach of education,
according to Kesh Malek’s center manager, that the
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Only 250 thousand
students can access
education out of 410
thousand in northern
Syria as a result of the
military campaign.

Ba’athist regime has purposefully dismissed children and
in contrast, the regime empowered teacher’s superiority
to instill more, not only respect which is primary in the
student-teacher relations. Fear, repressive and abusive
the teacher of acting freely without being held accountable in case of violating children’s rights, to which
UNICEF reported in 2009.
Educational organizations in Syria worked to transform
the toxicity relationship between students and teachers
to a friendly empowering of children. Since its establishment in 2012, Kesh Malek addressed this issue and
worked on improving a new system that meets the
international criterion for child rights protection. This
embodiment resulted in children’s rights of the organization’s internal policy and followed with several steps
advocating for children’s rights in donors and other
related stakeholders. The new approach was applied
to Kesh Malek’s funded schools by the organization to
adhere to and implement deterring consequences if
violating child-protection principles school’s staff occurs.
”These standards gradually became gradually widely
implemented among Syrian civil organizations followed.”

105 schools were
targeted over the past
few weeks out of 1194
in the province of Idlib.

Kanjo said, continuous advancement by the local NGOs
to adopt these principles. Furthermore, Idlib educational
administration declared its adoption and school’s full
compliance with children-protection to make schools a
violation-free environment where children practice their
rights to learn and play.”
”children should be the centric-priority of Syria’s future
educational system”. He added.

Accelerated educational programs
The Informal Education {accelerated education} has
impacted significantly student who suffers from ”Educational Wastage” that has been steeply increasing due
to dropping-off for multiple reasons. Bombardment,
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displacements, primarily, contributed to expand the
magnitude of complicity in the educational level of
students making a vast gap of how old children are and
which year they should be.”
Hence, civil society organizations devoted separate
programs to study the scale of the problem and launch
new programs to enable those who missed schooling to
recover the educational gap. Samar, 17 years-old from
Damascus East Ghouta initially, however; alike over than
three million Syrian children, have been displaced over
than eight times moving after having her house, school
bombed by Assad-Russian warplanes multiple times in
2017.
Samar explains that school for her has been a nightmare, after being a place where she used to study, meet
and play with her friend. However, she lost count of the
times schools were shut-down since 2012 until she was
forcibly removed from East-Ghouta.
”I should be now preparing my bacilluria; however, I
am still currently in the eighth class. I am frustrated that
schools were shut for the past two months because of
the attacks and just last week we had to move from our
refuge house in Marat Al Numan because of the warplanes. I cannot recap what I have missed for the past
years, and yet there are no alternatives to help me.
Samar’s case, alike Ahed, 20 years-old who is originally
from Aleppo and ended up in Aleppo’s countryside in
Abzemo where Kesh Malek ran a program for children
like her who lost years of education via Accelerated educational programs which gives students essential recap
education that they need and compensate the ”educational wastage” they had been thoroughly.
When I resumed school, I could not understand the
content of many subjects, such as math or the English... I
was confused until we found this center that helped me
to recapture and underpin my knowledge in many other
school subjects too.” Ahed said.
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Now I am able to go to school; however, I want to go
again to the centre and reduce the education gap by
doing extra classes. I missed years of schooling, and I
need to put myself in every opportunity to learn more in
an intensive course.
According to the UNICEF report last year, it highlighted
that there are 2.5 children registered as a refugee child
outside Syria, while 2.6 are internally displaced. The
report explains that since Jan last year the UN verified 74
attacks on schools and over 385 attacks against education facilities since 2014.
According to Enab b,aladi only 250 thousand students
can access education out of 410 thousand in northern
Syria as a result of the military campaign. On the other
hand, 105 schools were targeted over the past few
weeks out of 1194 in the province of Idlib.

are working to maintaining schooling; however, this
sets education at risk of losing its teachers for financial
reasons.”
Obscure withdraw of civil society’s educational programs made schooling a challenging task following the
exodus of refugees from different parts of Syria. As a
result, Ahmad Essa, 31 years old teacher in Atma, said
that teachers’ have been working for lengthily for low
salaries and in many times teaching as a volunteer and
effortlessly trying to maintain schools running.

The majority of 270 schools in
the province of Aleppo has no
funds.

Striving to survive
In the past two years, educational funds have been a
constant dilemma for NGOs to carry on an effective
instructional program. Northern Syria schools have been
drying out of resources and necessary funds as a result
of the security uncertainty and short-term funds for the
local school to which leave school worrying about the
future.
Funds fluctuation has consequently undermined education progress towards its purpose in achieving a specific
sustainable quality education that children need the
most in such conflict zones. ”Resources sustainability is a
key element for the success of any project, namely when
it comes to education. According to Sarah, education
manager in Kesh Malek, who said that this uncertainty has become more crucial as a whole generation is
relying on and its failure to meet provide sustained-education system will ultimately affect Syria’s future and
its capacity to reconcile and recover from the post-war
conflict troubles and consequently jeopardize the peace
and development process that this youth are striving to
pursuit.”
Salah Aldin Hawa, deputy assistance of Aleppo education administrator echoed Sarah’s concerns about the
overwhelming strife the educational sector is undergoing this year. ”The majority of 270 schools in the province of Aleppo has no funds were nearly 2500 teachers
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Aleppo’s deputy assistance indicated that a great
number of schools in northern-Syria ran out of service
after having to shelter thousands of refugees or being
targeted by airstrikes, leaving families in displacement.
He reiterated the administration’s concerns that children,
families need to have a safe place and food to think
afterward of education and learning; otherwise, no progress or benefit of education will be harvested from this
generation, decent life and food goes in parallel with
education and can’t be separated.” he said.

According to the
UNICEF report last
year, it highlighted that
there are 2.5 children
registered as a refugee
child outside Syria.

However, there has been an utter lack of funds for basic
needs to run schools across north-west Syria generally,
let alone building a small school in abandoned areas
where refugees have recently migrated to. ”

Civil society is strenuously working to maintain the
current schools up and running. However; they ought
to do more and campaign to draw the world attention
and all concerning donors and stakeholders to rescue
education in northern- Syria and retrieve what I call
investment in the future of Syria,”
In each camp, there must be a school to teach its children... this is what decision-makers should bear in mind
they invest in funding aids or relief for displaced civilians, we need education as much as we need water and
shelters. The camp teacher amplified.
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Local norms

Stealing a child’s dream

kill

From playing with stones in front of my house after
school to what I get in to see her “fiancé”. This was what
Hana was told, Hana was a 13-year old child from Idlib,
after her parents decided, on her behalf, that it is time
for her to get married before she ends up a spinsterhood.

childhood dreams
Early marriage is an old phenomenal
in Syria, which a significant number of
young girls have been through, and yet
are carrying out its burden of responsibilities for the rest of their lives.
Figures by local activists and researcher specialist in advocacy campaigning
against child-marriage in rebel held-areas across north Syria undertook a ground
scan in local communities, displayed
notable widespread of this phenomenon
with an estimation of 65 percent of the
marriages since 2011.

In camps communities,
the percentage of these
marriages spiked in both
Lebanon and Jordan

scoring 32% and
34% respectively.

“My parents took me away from school and forcibly
arranged my marriage with a man who was older than
me, saying, [women’s spinsterhood brings them shame]
therefore, you are going to get married and have a
family of my own.
Hana’s last day at school was the day she got married
to her husband. One month following her marriage,
she got pregnant with her first baby. Due to her young
fatigue physical being, Hana underwent a turbulent
delivery and health circumstance that could have
ended her life. However, her grief did not end there,
her husband got killed in a car accident and became a
widow with a baby, and she is only 16 years old.

Child marriage is a violation of child rights, and has a
negative impact on physical growth, health, mental and
emotional development and education opportunities.
It also affects societies as a while, since child marriage
reinforces a cycle of poverty and perpetuates gender
discrimination, illiteracy and malnutrition as well as high
infant and maternal mortality rates. (UNICEF).
Child marriage has always posed as a problem in Syria,
though it got worse since 2011 given that quality and
quantity of the educational system steeply decreased
affecting children the highest portion of the Syrian
population. Namely, young girls who found themselves
at home, exposed by their parents to a solo option to
which is getting them married as soon as possible.
According to the UN report concerning marriages in
Syria in general, in 2015, that 14% of them were underlined in the early marriage’s category, in comparison to
half of that proportion in 2011. On the other hand, in
camps communities, the percentage of these marriages
spiked in both Lebanon and Jordan scoring 32% and
34% respectively.
While children and in particular girls below 18 still needs
more care, education, and attention from their families
to help them build their own future and be independent.
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They find themselves, due to a lot of families overwhelming circumstances, like Hana, married, widow and
back to her family’s house with three years old baby to
look after and grapple with him life struggle for the rest
of their lives.

Civil society dilemma
This problem surfaced a new social phenomenal
problem called, according to local activists in north
Syria, the rise of ‘baby-mothers generation.’
According to Fareda Ahmad, 25-years old a social-activist and physiological instructor, that the root cause of
young girls’ marriage is due to widespread ignorance
and poverty amongst societies of northern-Syria. This
phenomenon has been consequently complicating
without any engagement by civil society organizations,
media, local authorities…etc.
Civil society organizations have been striving to address

child-marriage widespread across Syria working within
their rather humble capacity. However, the enormous
numbers of the population in north Syria requires the
ability of global NGOs or even states to entirely eliminate this problem, and make the ideal inclusive social
change to which civil society organizations are striving
to create. Therefore, this problem yet needs intensified
efforts from stakeholders.
“Civil society has been relatively addressing and raising
awareness about the drawbacks of this behavior and
engage more people on the ground in the most underprivileged towns and villages where early marriage is
deemed a sacred tradition.”
However, Ahmad underscores that civil society ought to
harness their efforts and bound together to uphold and
construct solidly protected norms of girl-rights. This can
be done through qualifying local teams and focused
advocacy groups to undertake large-scale campaigns
across northern Syria.

“A clarity and divisive plans are what is indeed a must
to eradicate child-marriage tradition,” she said, adding
that “to have a healthy educated society, productive and
capable of rebuild Syria, child-marriage is cornerstone
towards achieving this target; otherwise, the foreseeable
outcome will not be to the favor of Syrian.

IDPs in Idlib..

and civil society organizations intervene
to alleviate them
The southern countryside of Idlib followed by Aleppo western country
side are subjected to an unprecedented campaign of military escalation by
the Syrian regime and Russian forces, and intensively in the city of Ma`rat
al-Numan and its countryside, which is the second largest city in the Idlib
governorate.
Considering the repeated attacks, the Response Coordinators team in
Syrian continues to count and track IDPs from military actions in different

areas of the southern and southeastern countryside of Idlib, besides Aleppo
western country side As the area became almost empty of residents, most
civilians fleeing the hell of bombing went to other cities in north and west
of Idlib, and to the crowded camps for the displaced along the border with
Turkey, and some went to areas in north and west Aleppo, which caused
the interruption of the main roads in Idlib Governorate For several days,
civilian life is disrupted in large parts of the province.
As a result of the massive wave of displacement, many civil society organizations have undertaken an emergency response to mitigate the slow displacement of families during the winter season, in addition to the response
campaigns that were also unifying efforts for organizations.
The before mentioned campaign carried out tracking of new IDPs and rapid
needs surveys. Thousands of displaced families affected were targeted with
multiple needs in relation to the shelter division and the distribution of food
and non-food baskets and other needs of the displaced families.

According to the UN
report concerning
marriages in Syria in
general, in 2015, that
14% of them were
underlined in the early
marriage’s category,
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Abdullah Swied, director of the Molham volunteer team inside Syria said:
“We are trying as much as possible to reach those affected by our displaced
people recently in the campaign to alleviate their pain and stand by them.”
Swied indicated that all the organizations operate in full capacity and work
within a unified pattern to serve our displaced people.”
It is noteworthy that the Idlib governorate includes about three million
people, about half of whom were forcibly displaced from other areas such
as Homs, Aleppo, Damascus countryside, etc. as the regime and Russian
forces continue to gnaw parts of the governorate using the scorched earth

method, trying to advance to control the Aleppo-Damascus highway and
then heading north towards the city of Idlib, and all of this is happening in
conjunction with the silence of an international community that contradicts
all of its values of humanity.
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From disability
to productivity
Yasser Al-Sayed a 26-years-old man who was first year
Arabic literature student when the outbreak of the revolution in Syria in 2011. Like thousands of young Syrians,
he joined the peaceful movement in his hometown in
western Aleppo rural. Following an airstrike in nearby
his house, of Abzemo, he got severely wounded and
was immediately transferred to Turkey where he underwent a critical operation led to have his leg chopped
due to the critical wounds he had from the attacks.

Consequently, Al-Sayyed explains that “when I got back,
I realized that there was no medical facility at all to assist
people like me out… I had to travel long distances to get
my regular treatment.” People of “disability” cling small
hope on external assistance to help them overcome the
psychological and physical aftermath of their losses.
What is more worse according to Al-Sayyed in addition
to the devastating physical lose is how the local community face them with resentment and lack of respect,
“the main-stream population lack awareness about our
relinquish, about how life is and always, as a result, undermine our capacity to work and live normally.”

The estimated numbers
of up to 2017 are
3 million Syrian are
suffering from physical
disability, half of them
are permanent once.

According to the Health international Organization and
United Nations for Humanitarian Affairs reports regarding war-injured and disable in Syria in 2018, that the
estimated numbers of up to 2017 are 3 million Syrian
are suffering from physical disability, half of them are
permanent once.

It is vital for Syria’s future, to embrace and engage effectively to raise people of the disability’s capacity, redress
their anguish, especially children who are a high proportion of the total numbers of disable-special needs
population, “their development must be a priority,”
according to Hana.

After his recovery, Al-Sayed began a new initiative

Hana is 27-years old woman, who manages Gheras Al

with a group of locals to establish a center to help the
disabled and special needs in the village and its surroundings. “I felt responsible, I could not stand and do
nothing knowing that there are many who are in my
situation and are not receiving any help and are suffering in silence.”

Amal center for disabled people in Marat Al-Noman.
She urges the civil society to be more strategic in directing their funds towards rather what she calls “a big
investment in the disable people.”
She demonstrates that civil society can utilize their
power and harness their efforts to enhance, in the first
place, the local awareness concerning the delicacy and
manner of talking and working this social segment.
More projects should be established to make them
productive, not only provide them with survival tools
and care.

“We work to help those who suffer from losing any of
their limbs to get assistance, treatment and psychological help as well to help them resisted and carry on with
their lives.”

In a newly released report by Sanad Organization
whose work is devoted towards people with disabilities
and special needs in Syria. The report reflects the level
of neglection, and discrimination people of disability
are suffering from in their society. Albite civil society’s
work, there is a huge gap of awareness amongst the
status-quo, which could be relied on lack of advocacy
campaigning to “disabilities rights”, to how their productivity is high is they have the means and assistance to
be an active element in the society.
The report displays that 50%, of those who questioned
the negative attitude from society, had undergone such
social- discrimination. It also shows that 54% of the
interviewees concluded that the local community’s lack
of awareness of disable’s capacity is one of the main
challenges they face.
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“While the needs are increasing the support is dramatically minimizing. People of disability, alike all Syrian,
need proper education, capacity building, opportunities
to work, life, and more importantly be involved in social
change and political sphere.” She said.
Yasser echoes Hana and furthermore that regulation
must be installed by the civil societies in their internal
policies to include in their project people who were
affected by the war. However, Yasser explains that they
seek equity and want to diminish inequality and exclusion in the community.
“We want to take part in rebuilding Syria, enabling and
advocating for those who lost their lives or parts of their
bodies being bombed by internationally prohibited
weapons by the dictatorship of Assad and seek, not
vengeance but accountability, retribution, and reparation for our rights.”
19

the dreams’ man

Santa Claus
This is what we know about the
dreams and wishes man though
the tv shows and cartoons, we
were watching on TV. But we didn’t
imagine that one day he will visit us
and ask us about our dreams and
to knock on our window and bring
them all to us. It was only on TV.

This year he decided to visit us, in
our cities and villages, he came,
knocked our windows, no one
opened, no one responded, no one
even was there to see him. Is it us

who grew old early, our is it him how
came up late?
He was disappointed, he took his
bag and on his way back, a young
girl stopped him, and told him
that the children in these villages
were displaced from their homes
and towns to the fields and she
offered him to go with him to the
camps. When he arrived he didn’t
know what to feel, there are a lot of

DAYS OF

ACTIVISM

children here to make their dreams
come true. When he asked them
what are your dreams? What do you
wish?

AGAINST GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE

They wanted to feel warm. His heart
was broken, no one asked for toys,
no one ask for toy, they just wanted
to be warm. He and a few young
people tried what they can to bring
some firewood.

Coinciding with the International
Day for the Elimination of Violence
against Women, a group of Syrian
organizations launched a 16-day
campaign against gender-based
and sexual violence. In coordination
with the Syrian Initiative Association,
White Hats Organization, Free Syrian
Lawyers, Accuracy press institute, Start
Point, Molham Volunteering Team, The
Center for Good Governance & Rule of
Law, Syria Relief & Development, and
Rozana FM

This was an initiative by Amena
Team, besides some activities,
aiming to help the children in the
camps live some normal joyful time
during the Christmas holidays.

The campaign included awarenessraising session, short video production, movie presenting in Kesh Malek
Centers in Aleppo Northern and
western county sides, and several
online awareness campaigns.
Following the movies presenting at the
centers, the attended women started
an open discussion about women’s
rights, and the type of violation the
women might face in her daily life, and
the ways she should act when such
accidents happen.
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Women have always taken meaningful impact across
the world in drawing peace and prevailing justice in
post-conflict societies to which, in Syria’s case unfortunately we still have a lot of barriers to cross over.
Whoever tries to neglect or excluded women from being
in the heart of attempt to resolve the ongoing conflict
socially, politically, their attempt will fall apart, because
women are peacemaker, while men are warmakers.

&

Women’s role
civil society

Over the past years of Assad’s war against Syrian,
to which ravaged the country’s population up to
now, women’s participation and contribution to the
Syrian society have been significantly improving
and proving how women’s roles have been underestimated and worked to obliterate women’s role
over the past decades.
The Syrian uprising has shifted power dynamics
of men’s domination over women, given Assad’s
policy in Syria, to a rather significant development
of their collaboration in education, health, media,
aid assistance, local affairs… and so on. Women
became capable of being the doctor near the
frontline, the media reporter covering everything
shoulder to shoulder with men.

Unlike how women’s role during Assad’s rule has been,
used as a tool only used to reflect Damascus’s regime
modernity and gender equality involving women in
high-level role, rather superficial impact, and if there is
some to be named, it is only perpetuating the Ba’athism
ideology and Assad’s sectarian propaganda amongst
Syrian female population.
On the contrast, women’s role since 2011, had dramatically shifted to take the community leadership role
of social initiatives on all levels. Ahed 25-years-old,
a social activist and founder of NGO displayed that
“Women’s have been side-lined and excluded from the
decision-making arenas where arrangement that affects
their lives are made. This includes being in the change
of high administrative role locally and even nationally in
the Syrian-opposition bodies.
“women need to be enabled and qualified to take
part in reconstructing the political and peaceful peace
process of Syria to which women are, rather intentionally, being blocked off.”
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NGOs failed in their workshops
and training programs to tackle
this cliché have alternatively
failed and been mostly focused
to improve women’s capacity
to be become a professional
sewing or a hairdresse.
Huda Sarjawe, a lawyer and human and women rights
activist explains that civil society has enabled women
over the past years with a framework to improve and
build their capacity and enabled them to be self-reliance aiming to make them in control of their life and
make their own choices.
Huda is one of the society leaders in Marrat Al Noman
where she leads the political, legal and administrative
office in the local city council. Hud’s role reflects the
kind of change women who take part in building peace,
driving political change wrecking men’s domination and
echoing women’s voice and their interest, where masculine inherited ideology still exists and pushs women
back especially in the political sphere.

Resonating here female counterparts, Huda rely a significant course of responsibility upon civil society, “In conflict zones, civil society actors are pivotal to lead their
country from the violence cycle and constant stress and
advocate for political change, democracy and freedom
principles which get side-lined by the war, hence our
mission is to carry on with this path to uphold these
principles in our societies.
Ranim Badenjke, a communication officer in the Syria
Campaign, thinks that civil society has always been

gender-biased in terms of their work, projecting and
seeding the subordinate stereotypical notion of women
in the Syrian society on men and her inability for leadership. “NGOs failed in their workshops and training
programs to tackle this cliché have alternatively failed
and been mostly focused to improve women’s capacity
to become a professional sewing or a hairdresser, and
poorly towards leadership. Having said that these pieces
of training are led by men which unequally segregate
men’s efficiency to undertake leading position and
reduce women’s influence on the society.”
However, the civil society is capable of leading the
superior role to put women’s role on the right side, by
empowering women’s voice and tackling the embedded typical ideas about women’s role only catering to
men’s needs at home or being sewing labor or taking a
hairdressing course.
“Women’s efficiency and impact on the society is
beyond the masculine leadership and this needs to be
addressed by women’s inclusion in leadership role of
the NGOs and equate both gender duties and rights in
the working place and amplifying women’s voice and
representation of women in the international and local
sphere representing Syria.” Badenjke said,
The Amnesty International UK launched a campaign
last in March 2019 to support women role seeking and
shaping the country’s future. The announcement of
the campaign demonstrated that, in 2014, there was
zero-women representation during peace negotiations in Geneva. “Syrian women need to have an equal
number of seats at the negotiation table” Said Chiara
Capraro, Amnesty International UK’s Women’s Human

Rights Manager. The report, which interviews a number
of Syrian women indicated that women have been
constantly been left on the margins at the Syrian peace
talks and in key political meetings.
Ranim noted that NGOs’ future projects ought to focus
to produce more women to take part in political sphere
to reflect women’s perspective and balance men’s
majority. She finally addresses the fundamental need to
address the vital notion of superiority and subordination,
“The perception of women should be deemed as an
equal element in changing the future of this country and
be treated as an equal, shoulder to shoulder with men,
not as subordinate one.; otherwise, I cannot foresee an
progressive independent free Syria in the near future”
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Glimpse
on Syrian civil society
Part 1: Before Ba’ath

After decades of absence in Syria during Al-Ba’ath rule, the Civil-Society (SC) or Non-Governmental
Organizations movement revived their activities in 2011. Their numbers scored during the Syrian uprising more than how many NGOs were formed in the course of nearly half a century (1959-2010).
The concept of civil society of the current generation knowledge is ambiguous given the suppression
those NGOs have struggled by the ruling regime; however, the reality is that Syria’s history in civil
rights and civil society movement, in general, goes deep in Syria’s history.

Overview
To start with, the civil society corpus’s definition array
diversifies amongst the scholars, which widened and
solidified their role across the world. The Civil Society
notion and contemporary practice reflects the social
norms’ progression and revolutionary pattern of how
societies developed and shaped their peaceful resistance to the state power dynamic. In addition, it surfaces how communities took part in the political sphere
of the states sometimes or were tolls to magnify the
society’s educational and add-up to the development
of the country intellectually and politically.
The concept of civil society, according to the historian scholar Antonio Ghramshe, asserts that there is
a connection or, perhaps, a backlash between social
segregation and the emergence. He explains the
correlation between the states’ power and domination and liberation movement against the bourgeois
classes. The approach instills the significance of the
SC role reshaping and reviving engagement between
non-governmental organizations, social associations
related bodies, and state to jointly work alongside the
government to organizes and empowers the societies,
not disable them through securitizing or intervening or
politically jeopardize their deeds.
Civil society’s concept continued to evolve in parallel
with the global, uprising movements and the emergence of the globalization concept and ideology.
The later became an evident cornerstone to confront
and contribute to reshaping the states’ power. These
bodies, throughout history, a socially powerful apparatus to protect societies from the escalated commercial-economic conflicts inspired by justice and equality
principles.
This development crystallized scholars’ definition of
civil society to be “A group of non-governmental organizations, such unions, association, professions bars,
parties, free-pluralistic media, clubs, and institutions
which involve in political, social, intellectual scopes to
provide a sense of autonomy perhaps or independence
to the society from the state’ authority. The ambiguity of this definition made it compelling to include an
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1949 - the first military coup

inclusive approach to civil society’s essence. Idrak a
center for research and consultation, previously Aleppo-established in 2014, focuses on middle east policy
and strategic scholar researches. According to the
center that civil society is “A group of volunteers bodies
that has a source of autonomy from the state to satisfy
its member welfare and provide assistance and social
services to people or practice different civic activities.
These groups adhere and embrace a certain collection
of principles and rules that ensure friendly-governance,
diversity. Idrak’s approach displayed that civil society’s
role may involve, in some cases, in decision-making
domestic or national sphere and may mainly on labor
and political segments.
In the international sphere, civil society is standardized,
according to The International Bank.
“a group of voluntary organizations that foster the
public sphere between society and state aiming to
achieve certain perceptible and ethical purposes to its
members. Their work adheres with respect, consent,
forgiveness, and tolerance of plurality, peaceful means
to solve problems and conflicts.”
Syrian civil society Historic role has been into charitable work (charity association) whose work has been
devoted to the help society bound together. Similarly,
“religious organization” whose influence was pivotal
to increase education in addition to the services and
public support. Before the Al-Ba’ath coup in 1963
against the civic president Nazim Al-Qudsi which was
accompanied by a decree to activate “emergency
statues in the country,” which was invalidated in April
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They aspired the national senesce of liberty and occupation liberty, motivation, and independence. The hazardous nature of this organization kept its members’
identity unknown; otherwise, they could have been
hunted down by the localist to the occupation powers.
After the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire, the WWI
withdrew from the Arab states in 1918, the Syrian Arab
Kingdom was formed as an independent state in the
Levant states under the king Faisal Ibn Al-Houssine
(1918-1920). This contemporary era reflects the impact
of the educated elite and their influence on the political process in the country and their efforts to form a
democratic country by their political, civic movements.
Their work resulted in creating the initial Syrian State
prior to the (GSR).

Arab Renaissance Association established in 1906

2011. The contribution of the Syrian civil society and
social activities can be tracked down to the mid 19th
century when a widespread literacy, educational, political clubs were taking place in the region. Known as *the
Syrian Association (Al Jameya Al Suriya) *established in
Beirut in 1847, was one of the first literature and science
association by a group of prominent literature scholars
such as Nasef Al Yaseje, Yousef Mashaka and Butros al
Bustane who worked ever since to spread knowledge
and fine-art education.
In Damascus, however, and ever since the first association was first established 1874, a scientific specialist who
was known as *Rebat Al Mahaba* a wide range of civil
society organizations started their activities in different scopes of science, literature fine-art. On the same

Syrian Scouting Team 1912
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A group of voluntary organizations that foster the
public sphere between society
and state aiming to achieve
certain perceptible and ethical
purposes to its members. Their
work adheres with respect,
consent, forgiveness, and
tolerance of plurality, peaceful
means to solve problems and
conflicts.
token, politically and motivated revolutionary organizations emerged and took part in reshaping the public
notion about political participation and liberation
ideology from the repressive unequal feudal power.
Al-Halakat Al-Zahabeya association, for example,
established, originally in Beirut in 1975, which was well
known by distributing posters in Syria and Lebanon
campaigning and motivating society to dismiss foreign
obedience where each segment of the Syrian society
was affiliated to global powers as Druz were loyal to
England, Orthodox to Russia and Maron to France.

One of the marking policies of Houssine’s rule was
putting the Palestinian cause at the forefront of his
priorities. This opened the national political sphere for
establishing civil society movement who advocated
and urged Faisal to champion for Palestine against the
Zionist movement. For instance, The Arab Club (AlNade Al-Arabe was one of the ed-political organizations, as well as Al-Arabeya Al-Fatah, Al-Ahed Association. The later was, in fact, formed by secret joint
Syrian-Iraqi officers, who were working as an internal
resistance seeking independence from the mighty
Ottoman empire.

Picture of King Faisal with British officers after entering Damascus

The Great Syrian conference: general Syria
conference June 1919
The Great Syrian Conference (GSC) is considered a

breakthrough towards democracy, political freedom,
and rights expansion .The conference laid out for establishing the first Syrian national parliament in Syria’s
history to which was included the “natural Syria” states
or what is known now with the levant States, including
all political and social associations of groups. During
this period, Hashem Al-Atasi headed a committee to
write the Syrian constitution or what was known as the
*principle law* formed from 12 Chapter and 147 Article.
The constitution, if we perhaps call it, guaranteed a
large scale of freedom and liberties to create parties,
newspapers, publications, and pledged plurality.

By announcing Syria’s independence, it was supposed to
be the birth of the contemporary Syrian history on the 8th
March 1920.
Based in Syria’s capital, Al-Nade Al Nesa’ae and Al-Rabeta’a Al-Adabeya in 1920 and 1921 respectively were
established whose social work and contribution to the
civil society movement, in parallel with the context of
the World War I, was an underpinning element the revolutionary movement in the country from the occupiers
whose intention was to take control of the country.
King Faisal with The Great Syrian Conference Members
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in exile; meanwhile, the other side vowed to restore
Syria’s independence with the military resistance such
as Ibrahim Hanano revolt in Aleppo and Saleh Al-Ali in
Latakia’s mountains. Consequently, the Special French
delegate Syrians to form a party that includes all of
them to negotiate the French on behalf of Syria, who
built the Al-Sha’ab party in 1925.

The Syrian Great Revolution (SGR)

Mari Al Ajami

1918-1927 period, in general, there was a bold initiative
by the civil society and social movement, to establish
a Syrian state in the course of the French occupation
and contributed to the Great Syrian Revolt (GSR). The
Syrian resistance, in spite of its failure, has succeeded
in shaking the occupation power predominance and
underscored the notion of occupation refusal and asserted the determinate willingness of the Syrian people
to form a Syrian national government and conduct a
parliamentary election.
In 1918, the King Faisal government declared the establishment of the Modern Syrian State. This boosted up
the educated Syrian elite to articulate and reproduce a
new democratic Syrian state inspired by other western
countries. The Syrian reaction was united with the
vision, yet not with the means to achieve it.
While One side maintained the peaceful means took
peaceful means using mass-strikes, demonstrations,
this movement were repression and severe violence
and arrests and a lot of activists and well-known
leaders of the resistances to leave the country and live
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The extreme mandators authorities’ repression by
cancelling liberties and striating their grid on power,
prompted large scale civilian protests Damascus and
other cities, which was a form of peaceful social resistance; in parallel with the military uprising, activists continued to push from inside against the repressive power
by protesting and mass strikes, despite the arbitrary
arrests. It helped contribute to the limited gains of the
GSR to which was defeated by the French at the end.
One of the most remarkable prospects is the inclusivity
of participation of all Syrian including bourgeoisie, the
landlord and wealthy traders and professionals, Islamic
religious associations, farmers and even Bedouin tribes.
One of the main drawbacks of the revolutionary movement, which struggled in its strife against the occupation, was the substantial divisions, which resulted in
prolonging the battle for liberation for the following
two decades. Primarily, personal or ideological conflicts
notably amongst the elite families and those who once
had leverage under the Ottoman rule and were trying
to reintroduce themselves as a major actor. Such as, according to Khouri’s book, Prince Abdullah’s ambition to
expand his east-Jordanian and Iraqi territory to attach
Syria under his rule. Furthermore, some anti-occupation groups, both political or military actors’ financial
supplies, were by external agencies, dedicating their
efforts not for the higher purpose but for the donors’
foreign agenda. This, however, seeded the inner conflict and distracted the revolutionary campus from its
primary purpose, notably in 1926, when France’s forces
were taking over revolutionary forces. The resistance
fallback contributed, later on, retread once again to
the civic means again by forming in 1928, National
bloc (Al-Kutla Al Wataneya) by a group of nationalist

and well-known revolutionary figures in Beirut such
as Abdul-Rahman Al-Kayale, Ibrahim Hanano, Mazhar
Raslan.

Syria from the Al-Intedab to the liberation
Following the Great Syrian Revolution, a new challenge
surfaced, which was running the Parliamentary elections under the occupation authorities. The parliament
functioned as a fundamental channel to face the French
opposed government led by Taj-Aldeen Al-Husayne. In
1928, The parliament was elected and had a majority of
nationalists who created the constitution-writing committee to write the first Syian constitution in the Syrian
modern history which was led by Hashem Al-Atasi and
26 member. However, In April 1929, the French delegate ordered to dissolute the assembly reviving the
repression and denouncing any means of engagement
between the Syrian and the ruling authority (France
occupation). A political stagnation dominated and division amongst increased amongst Syrian’s actors of the
National Bloc. One part was fundamentally obliged to
the Syria independence principle; while the other party,
represented by Jamil Mardam Begh, was more flexible
and collaborated with the French implementing what
he called “Honourable Cooperation Policy” as a way
of negotiate, but it was widely espoused amongst the
bourgeoisie segment in the cities.
Even though, the National Bloc was successful organizing the first Syrian presidency election in 1932
to which Mohammad Ali Al-Abed won; however, the
Syrian society was in dire situation suffering an endemic
economic, and social crisis between (1930-1934).The
widespread unemployment rates were extraordinarily
high and traditional professions started to vanish due
to the instability in the country and lack of resources to
which have affected the popularity of the National Bloc
party in between the people.
During this aforementioned struggle, a new political

movement started rising which was called The League
of Nationalist Action or (Usbat Al-Aml AlKawme) in
1933. This movement, as will be illustrated later, is connected to the rising of the Arab Nationalism movement

in Syria and Al Ba’ath party as well.

Post-Syrian general Strike 1936 and the road
to independence and democratic country
The significant remark in this period was the networking and social cooperation people managed to do in
their struggle against the French , for instance, large
banks large trader figures corporations and tradesmen
to pressurize France by incapacitating the public-life to
which media had a notable influence to publicize the
strikes ideas. The French finally bent to the civil movement’s demands, and both parliamentary and presidential elections were held, leading Fares Khouri to lead
the Parliament and Hashem Al-Atasi to be a president
in December 1936.

On the 17th April 1946, Syria removed the last French
soldier from the Syrian soil and announced its independence, which is deemed the inception of a democratic country and free economy. Four years later, in
1950, with secular basses, the Syrian constitution was
passed. The national industry and agriculture flourished
as the outbreak of World War II contributed to halting
any importing oporation from outside Syria, having
said that Syria in that period was the first country in the
Arab region to use machines agriculturally. The revolutionary breakthrough in the agricultural sector attributed to reverse the migration from the rural to cities
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to become from cities to rustic. This counter migration
accelerated the recovery and development of the Syria
economy and, consequently, marked the rising of the
middle-class segment, which continued to grow over
time.
Over the same period, labor parties began to rise,
after passing Labour Law in June 1946, which guaranteed labors a wide range of rights such as the right to
organize, protest and strike from work. These rights
display the fruits of the prolonged struggles over the
past decades to stop the bourgeoisie and feudalism
enslavement powers over labor. The figures of civil
labor movements establishing parties double almost
three times, according to Kamal Adeb in his book
“Syria’s contemporary history,” which became the forefront to advocate for labor rights in this era in accordance with the Syrian Law.
From 1946 to 1949, it can be considered the golden era
of the civil society movements in Syria’s history. Liberty,
freedom to establish parties, and practice with peaceful
means protests by laborers or political was the main
feature that made contributed to rising numbers of
parties.
On March 1949, however, it can be marked to be the
beginning of the end to the civil society’s activities
proliferation and democratic movement overall. This is
attributed to the first military coup by Husne Al-Zaem
against the legitimate president Shukri Al-Kwatli, to
whichh was followed by a series of 20 military coups
until 1970 when the last military initiate took place by
the former defence minister Hafez Al-Assad, who ruled
the country for 30 of authoritarian Baathist single party
policy to which last until this moment by Assad the son.
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